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Foreword
Dear Members,
The year gone by was rather extraordinary for Indian Scrabble. Following the
uncertainties of 2020, there was a hesitant yet hopeful return to in-person
tournaments, with the new normal making its presence felt at every stage. As the
year went on, more and more of us found the resolve to end our tournament
droughts and rediscovered our enthusiasm to play Scrabble as we have known it.
While it was far from what a pre-Covid calendar would have looked like, especially
in terms of player participation, three-day tournaments in Goa, Delhi, Vadodara,
and Hyderabad, besides one-dayers in Bangalore and Delhi, gave many of us
Scrabble-starved folk reason to be cheerful. With the new year on the horizon, we
look forward to the much-awaited return of the Bangalore International in January.
With regular in-person tournaments and meetups still few and far between, 2021
brought new breakthroughs in the world of online Scrabble, both in India and
globally. The first SAI-rated online tournament (under a newly launched online
rating system) was held in March, and since then, another five such tournaments
have been conducted. The year also saw our youngsters shining at the virtual
WESPA Youth Cup, with two Indian players among the top ten for the first time.
In November, the WESPA Championship (WESPAC) was played in a virtual avatar
as well, featuring over a hundred players from close to 30 countries. Our inimitable
ace Sherwin Rodrigues made it to the quarterfinals and finished sixth in a worldclass field, which is now India’s best finish at a senior Scrabble world championship.
Meanwhile, the highlight of the last quarter on the in-person tournament front was
the iCare Scrabble Cup in Hyderabad, which produced a first-time winner in Sujana
Somasekar. Beyond the board, we had the pleasure of seeing the seasoned Udayan
Grover get elected to the WESPA Executive Committee.
We hope you find this edition of Endgame enjoyable and enriching. Wishing you all
a happy, healthy, and Scrabble-filled 2022!
Rustom Deboo
Editor
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Tiles and tribulations of WESPAC 2021
by Sherwin Rodrigues
At first, the prospect of playing a
Scrabble world championship online
didn’t seem too exciting for me. I haven’t really enjoyed playing online, or
maybe I just haven’t adapted well
enough to the format. Like most players, for me too, the thrill of playing
live Scrabble cannot be matched by
playing online and surely, we all miss
the bonhomie during live tourneys!

By the end of the third session the
tournament was only getting tougher,
so I was quite pleased to win five
games to take my tally to 16 wins
from 24 games. The final session was
expectedly the most intense, and I
knew it would be extremely difficult
to qualify for the playoffs if I didn’t
get to 22 wins, which meant I had to
win my last five games.

After contemplating participating in
the Gladiators WESPA Championship
(WESPAC) 2021 for some time, I finally decided to play the tournament
two weeks prior to the start, thanks to
the support from SAI.

I managed to win four in a row and
eventually had to play Will Anderson
in a must-win final game, which I
threw away with the UNTRASH*
blunder! Thankfully, Udayan Grover
made things easy for me by beating
Dave Wiegand, thereby allowing me
to qualify for the playoffs.

The tourney started off with a few
glitches in the first session, but once
the players figured out the ease of the
monitoring protocols, things slowly
got on track. By the end of the first
session, it felt like we were in the
middle of a well-organised and competitive international tournament.

I must admit, those last few games
were quite nerve-wracking and to a
certain extent, they did give me the
feel of playing a live tournament!
I was hoping to have some exciting
games in the quarterfinals with Peter
Kougi, but our games were tight, and
the bingos just didn’t flow. After winning the first game I couldn’t keep up
the momentum and lost the next
three, ending my run in sixth place!

I had a good start on Day 1, winning
seven out of eight games with some
nice plays (answers at the end of this
article) – ACCEEILS (1), ACDEHIST
(2) and CGIILRTU (3), and also a
600+ game. Day 2 was tough, and I
ended up winning just four out of
eight games, losing two games each to
players from the USA and Nigeria. A
few interesting plays on Day 2 were
ABCEHTW (4), IJLNOQU (5), and I
had the choice of trying a ten-letter
word AEINOPRSTU (6) but played
the safer eight-letter bingo instead.

Overall, it was a very enjoyable and
well-organised tournament with some
heart-breaking as well as adrenalinepumping moments! I’m sure the observers would have enjoyed the reactions of most players – something we
otherwise usually don’t get to see in
live Scrabble!
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I am extremely grateful to SAI and
the entire Indian Scrabble community for the support. Many of you
reached out to me with your best
wishes during the tournament and it
was very motivating for me. The level
of Indian Scrabble is only getting better as was evident with some great
performances by the youth players –
Madhav and Suyash – and the rest of
the Indian contingent too.

Very curious to know how many of
you would go for the maximum score
here or just play safe.
Also, this endgame is very interesting.
See if you can find a way to come
from behind and win with the
ABEIILZ rack (I’m trailing 473-531
and the unseen tiles are
DDFNRTVW).

I am excited that live competitive
Scrabble will be back in January
2022, and I look forward to meeting
most of you in person soon. Happy
Holidays and a very happy 2022!
I will leave you all with a few interesting situations and plays from my
WESPAC 2021 games:
1) Opponent – Alastair Richards

Link to the game:
https://woogles.io/game/jvgqWPsk
2) Opponent – Wellington
Jighere
I was happy with the sequence of my
following three moves in this game
(after the situation shown in the
board immediately below, at which
point I was leading 124-98). I decided
not to block, and it paid off this time.

I’m leading 401-287 with 17 tiles in
the bag. Where do you play QADI?
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124-98

182-173

182-98

210-173

6

3) Opponent – David Eldar

210-193
I had to play the bingo, right?

267-193
Link to the game:
https://woogles.io/game/QzJzXhfN

Ouch!
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Will plays a nice word here, fitting
perfectly!

Link to the game:
https://woogles.io/game/NGr2oEg7
Link to the game:
https://woogles.io/game/UKeYJS2S

4) Opponent – Will Anderson

Answers: (1) ECCLESIA,
2) SCAITHED, (3) LITURGIC,
(4) WEBCHAT, (5) JONQUIL,
(6) SUPERATION
-------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Sevens and
eights with the WESPAC stem
WESPAC? (2)
COWPEAS
PAWNCES
WESPAC?? (4)
PACEWAYS
SCRAWPED
WEBSPACE
WICKAPES
-------------------------------------------8

An incredible journey in the city of Nizams
by Dipankar Chatterjee
My memorable experience at the
iCare Scrabble Cup held in Hyderabad from 3rd to 5th December 2021.

organisers and participants with a
smile, and then dying to see the pairings for each round – nothing can
beat the adrenaline rush of these inperson events!

With Scrabble, I have always had a
love affair running! Two decades
back, I had to remain content with
playing online at the Internet Scrabble Club (ISC) and the occasional
‘friendly game’ in the family. It was
only after I relocated to Bangalore
that I got a chance to register as a
newbie at the iGate Open in 2015.

So, when the iCare Scrabble Cup was
announced in November, I jumped at
the opportunity to participate. Despite the occurrence of regular SAIrated online tournaments, in-person
events are always the real test of a
Scrabble player’s calibre. Not only do
you have to accurately tile track
(which proves decisive in close endgames), but also have to catch phoney
words played, which forces the opponent to lose a turn and creates a significant score differential.

My initiation into the magical world
of word strategy and optimal board
plays was too exciting, to say the
least. Here was I, getting a chance to
rub shoulders with the best in the
sport, and also gain valuable advice!
Since then, there has been no looking
back, as I have consistently participated in tournaments not only in
Bangalore, but also across India in
places such as Mumbai, Pune, and
Goa. Unfortunately, in March 2020,
the Covid-19 pandemic took the
whole world hostage, leading to the
temporary suspension of all physical
events, including Scrabble tourneys.

Having fun in between games: With Mangala and Sunny at the iCare Scrabble Cup
As I touched down at Hyderabad’s
classy Rajiv Gandhi International Airport a day earlier, I could feel the excitement in the air. After checking
into my accommodation at Kondapur,
I spent the rest of the day at my Hyderabad office campus. Finally, the
day of reckoning arrived, and soon, I
was on my way to the venue. The
Crystal 1 board room on the first floor
of Hotel Radisson Hitech City was the

Even though I play online blitz games
sporadically, my real affiliation has
always been towards physical tournaments, which bring with them the
sheer thrill of connecting with the
Scrabble fraternity. The tingling excitement of waking up early in the
morning, getting ready for a tourney
and rushing to the venue, greeting the
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perfect choice for the event, with all
Covid protocols being followed.

the standings at the end of the day’s
play.

Soon after exchanging pleasantries
with the rest of the participants, it
was time for the games to begin on
Day 1. Out of the eight games I
played, I won seven with my only loss
coming at the hands of Shaik Ahmed.
The most exciting game for me was
the last one I played, against Bangalore’s star player Sanjoy Gupta.

Without getting too carried away by
my opening-day success, I was fearing the worst on Day 2. And that is
exactly what happened. I lost the first
four games in a row – to Sunny
Bhatia (by 300+ points; it didn’t help
that I failed to challenge his opening
bingo OUTWARN*, which actually
turned out to be invalid), Sujana Somasekar, Mangala Bhandarkar, and
Ishika Shivalingaiah.

Sanjoy started this free-flowing and
open game with some optimal plays
and TRAINED, before I equalised
with SKATERS and DEPARTS. I
forged marginally ahead when I
played TOLANES, but he came right
back at me in the very next move with
BELIEVER.

I didn’t allow these setbacks to affect
me though, as I won four of the next
five games to remain tantalisingly
perched at sixth place at the end of
Day 2. Our local Hyderabad Scrabble
friend Rajeev Menon graciously
hosted us at his villa for dinner and
drinks in the evening, and we all had
a fabulous party, returning to our
places late in the night.
Finally, the all-important concluding
day arrived. Day 3 would decide who
the eventual winners would be, with
KOTH pairings for each of the seven
crucial rounds. My sixth game against
Danish Shahna was a nail-biter.
When he was 40-odd points ahead,
Danish had a golden bingo opportunity with RACHETS and RATCHES
up for grabs, and two easy spots on
the board to play it.

My thrilling game with Sanjoy

With seconds remaining on his timer,
Danish inexplicably played a phoney,
and I got a lifeline! I had KAYO/OUTLINE as my golden bingo alternative
and I made no mistake, sealing the
nerve-wracking encounter. After

Playing TOLANES had created a triple word scoring opportunity and I
cashed in with MONEY, scoring 51
and sealing a memorable three-point
victory (455 to 452). Just like my unbelievable Hyderabad journey so far,
I found myself unexpectedly leading
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registering this much-needed win, it
was 3-3 for me for the day.

the top ten – a testament to the
strong Scrabble culture in the Garden
City.

Still placed outside the top five, I
needed to beat seasoned stalwart
Mangala in my final game of the tournament. I did just that, bingoing with
SEEKING and READIES to win a
close match and finishing the tournament in fifth place. Walking up to the
podium to receive my cash award and
trophy from our revered tournament
director Ashok Bhandarkar was a
memorable moment for me and the
entire Bangalore Scrabble group.

Waiting to board my return flight
back to Bangalore that night, my
mind wandered back to my fairytale
adventure in the city of biriyani and
pearls. The sheer kindness and hospitality of the city and the tournament
participants moved me, providing me
with several goosebumps and lumpin-the-throat moments.
The fantastic roads, flyovers, brightlylit condos and malls, awesome food,
and the incredibly warm local people
in Hyderabad thus left an indelible
impression on my mind – a treasure
house of golden memories to savour
and last a lifetime!
-------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: AEELRTU?
Words that can be formed if you get a
rack of AEELRTU and a floater:
+A
LAUREATE
+B
BATELEUR
BLEUATRE
+C
ULCERATE
+G
REGULATE

Receiving the prize for fifth place

+R
URETERAL

I won 15 out of 24 gruelling games
overall, despite being off the Scrabble
circuit for the last 18 months. Six
Bangalore Scrabble players (spearheaded by winner Sujana) finished in

+S
RESALUTE
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If it’s Tuesday, it must be Scrabble…
by Neena Shahani
This is the song that has been singing
in the hearts of all the Pune Scrabble
Club members on Tuesdays for the
last 23 years, barring the pandemic
and lockdown period.

generous help of Poona Club, which
has also given us a room for playing
our weekly Scrabble games. The Pune
Scrabble Club steadily held many
tournaments including five nationals
and various one, two and three-day
rated tournaments that were well appreciated by the Scrabble fraternity,
regularly drawing more than 50
Scrabblers from all over the country.

A friend of mine revived my interest
in Scrabble when she came down
from Canada and stayed with me for a
couple of months in 1997. After she
left, Manju Pai (who was my neighbour) and I used to play practically
every afternoon. Then in early 1998,
we read about a Scrabble tournament
that was being organised by Mr. Damaraj from the Zygo Club in Hyderabad, to be held in Mumbai. Our interest was piqued, so off we went to participate in our first tournament.
I remember Shaik Ahmed and Varisht
Hingorani being there, and how I was
completely floored when Shaik put
ETESIAN (which I promptly challenged, being the greenhorn I was)
parallel to another word on the board.
All in all, the two of us fared well.

The ‘Futzers’ in the Poona Club Scrabble
room
The Junior Scrabble Championship
held here in 2016 brought forth our
young champs Madhav and Dhruv
Kamath as well as Arvind Iyengar,
who today are participating in many
international youth Scrabble tournaments and since the pandemic, have
also taken to playing rated virtual
tournaments like ducks to water. Our
last all-India rated tournament before
the pandemic was held in July 2019.

Fresh from our first tournament and
all charged up, we readily agreed to
Mr. Damaraj’s suggestion of starting
a Scrabble club in Pune. With his unstinting support and encouragement,
whether it was in supplying us with
boards and timers or finding sponsors, we announced our first tournament and got a very good response.

The Pune Scrabble Club is proud to
have in our ‘Hall of Fame’ many maverick youngsters who have done us
proud – from Udayan Grover who has

By now, Romilla Thakur got equally
addicted to the game and joined us in
organising tournaments with the
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shined at the highest level, won many
tournaments and today is a committee member of WESPA, to Aditya
Iyengar, who is now at IIT Powai, and
his younger brother Arvind from
Bombay Scottish School, who just recently was declared the winner of the
Mumbai Debate Championship, defeating over 350 students from various schools to now go on to represent
India at the World School Debating
Championship scheduled for 2022.

That was my introduction to the fascinating world of Scrabble and the
Club. A few years later, Arvind also
got bitten by this word bug, and seeing his brother’s fervour and passion,
he too trained under Romilla. After a
tiring day at work, I sometimes had to
wait for them to complete their
games. Those 10-15 minutes used to
take all my fatigue away, when I came
across the energy levels and enthusiasm of the oldest and youngest players alike, competing as equals.

Now, I must include a Scrabble
mom’s story, penned by Padmaja
Iyengar:

How they jumped up and rushed to
the nearby laptop to verify a word!
Age, gender, position, profession – all
dissipate when they play. All are
friends, yet everyone is so competitive. No mercies shown, not for one
phoney or wrong scoring. The attitude, energy levels and love for the
game is so infectious. I can never forget my visits to that Scrabble room.

***
“For any working mother, engaging
young kids meaningfully during the
vacation is the most challenging task.
During one such effort, my son met
Ms. Romilla Thakur at a Scrabble
workshop for kids at Landmark
bookstore. Romilla spotted Adi’s love
for words and started training him at
her place. After six months of training
him, she asked me to get Adi to Poona
Club on Tuesdays for the weekly
Scrabble games with regular players.

And how could one forget about the
wonderful Pune tournaments conducted at the club. The ambience, the
hospitality and the food are unmatchable and makes every tournament so
memorable. We moved to Mumbai,
but Scrabble still connects me to
Poona Scrabble Club. I have only
been an onlooker, spectator and at
times helping those conducting the
tournament, but everyone makes me
feel super blessed to be part of the
fraternity.
One more very important thing –
while playing at the Pune club, my
boys might have been the youngest in
the room, but they were treated with
the respect of an opponent while
playing a game. These have been the

Tee Time (courtesy Selwyn Lobo) – At the
Poona Club tournament in 2018
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side effects of the game and being
part of the Pune Scrabble family.”

unflappable Tournament Director,
and Mangala Bhandarkar, who has
won many an award in Scrabble tournaments over the years and is always
ready to party or play poker!

***

Then of course we have Meena
Bakhru, who won the Open Division
at the 2019 Nationals and has been a
member since the first tournament in
1998; her words: ‘‘Scrabble makes me
feel on top of the world”. Also, Manoj
Manwani, Sanam Mirpuri, Caryl
Gonsalves, Aruna Grover, Udayan
Grover, Amit Sood, Priya Kshirsagar,
Sucheta Kudale, Laura and Viren Braganza, to name a few of our Tuesday
regulars, have each contributed in
their own special way to keep the
spirit of our club alive.

Celebrating 20 years of Scrabble at the
Poona Club tournament in 2018
We at the club must doff our hats to
‘Drona’ Romilla for her tireless efforts
and enthusiasm in training these
young minds. There are many of us
who help out during the tournaments,
but the two sisters Romilla and
Manju deserve a special mention in
this article for the indefatigable work
they quietly put in to run the tournaments so smoothly.
The camaraderie of this close-knit
group, built over the years, is very
special. From bonding over our
weekly games, to our Scrabble weekends at various hill stations around
Pune, to our Diwali parties that have
showcased the talents of our various
members – be it the inimitable John
Kurrien (Director Emeritus of Centre
for Learning Resources) who would
regale us with his violin, or Mahesh
Ramanathan and Priya Karkhanis
with their lively madcap ways, or Milon Nag with his elegant speeches (always our official speaker!), or Ashok
Bhandarkar, our amazing,

(L-R) Mangala Bhandarkar, Aditya
Iyengar, Udayan Grover and Nidhi
Singhvi – winners of one of our monthly
club tournaments in 2016
We were delighted to restart our club
on 7th December, after nearly two
years. It felt weird playing face to face
and handling and tracking the tiles,
but we enjoyed meeting our fellow
Scrabblers. From now on, we are back
singing to the tune of jingling tiles… if
it’s Tuesday, it must be Scrabble!
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WESPAC 2021: A dream come true
by Kala Ganesh
The Gladiators WESPAC 2021, the
world championship of competitive
Scrabble, was held online due to the
pandemic. When the tournament was
first announced, I had a glance and
immediately knew that the topmost
players from India would automatically qualify and participate in it.

message from Sudhir informing that
players were welcome to give their
names and that the SAI will finalise
the ‘India B’ team consisting of four
players based on their ratings.
I had a sleepless night and was feeling
confused and uncertain. But I remembered Abdul Kalam’s quote, “A
dream is not that which you see while
sleeping, it is something that does not
let you sleep”. After a lot of thinking, I
finally decided to try my luck, further
boosted by persuasion from my better
half who keeps encouraging me to
reach great heights in Scrabble.

Although it is my dream to participate in a world championship and
play in the premier group someday, I
stand a slim chance as my current national ranking is 55th. Although I am
climbing the ladder slowly and steadily, I am pretty sure that it would take
another ten or probably 20 years to
reach towards the top in the national
ratings.
The names of the top four automatic
qualifiers for the WESPAC were duly
announced, and I mentally wished
them best of luck. I was a bit envious
of them and had dreams in my eyes
that one day I would represent India
and make my country proud.
A week later, there was a message
from SAI President Sudhir Kamath
saying that since many countries had
not filled up their quotas, India had secured additional seats at the Gladiators WESPAC to be held from 20th
November to 5th December.

My happiest moment at WESPAC 2021:
Going out with LOUNGERS for 140
points against Carl Audric Guia of the
Philippines

I was tempted to give my name but
restrained myself as I was sure many
higher rated players would grab the
opportunity to participate. But lo! A
few days later, there was another
15

I was exhilarated when I learnt that I
had made the cut to participate in the
WESPAC. It was my dream come
true. I wanted to outperform others
and started to sincerely put in efforts
to do my best. Although the timings
were a bit odd, I nevertheless enjoyed
the tournament. The organising team
from Pakistan took care of the logistics meticulously and conducted the
tourney efficiently.

To quite some extent, my WESPAC
experience has boosted my confidence in playing Scrabble. Now I feel
that my dream can become a reality if
I work hard, put in more dedicated efforts, and keep studying tirelessly.
I still can’t believe that I participated
in the Gladiators WESPAC 2021 and
won 12 games. Last but not the least,
I have to admit that I have overcome
all negative feelings that I used to get
while playing Scrabble. I have become
mentally stronger now and feel readier to face top players in tournaments
without any inhibitions.
-------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Season’s greetings in Scrabble style

The setting up of the OBS Ninja links
(for the monitoring system to ensure
fair play) could have been a bit worrisome, but since SAI had already given
us the practice to set up the links
smoothly, it was much easier to adapt
and hence there was no tension.
Initially I was tensed while playing
against top players from countries
like Nigeria, Australia, the USA, Canada, Malaysia, and Singapore, to
name a few. However, I was elated
whenever I won, for every win was
hugely satisfying. There were a total
of 105 participants, and eventually I
stood 91st after winning 12 out of 32
games. My happiest moment was
when I played a nine-timer LOUNGERS without a blank for 140 points.

by Rustom Deboo
Here’s wishing all Endgame readers a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year with this Christmas theme board
utilising all 100 tiles:

I was quite perturbed by my losses.
But slowly, after I analysed each and
every game, I realised that I had lost
most of them because of my own follies. Had I played cautiously and perhaps wisely, I could have won at least
two or three more games. Anyway,
playing with highly rated players was
a great experience, and I also got to
learn new words that were hitherto
unheard of, such as EOLIPILE.

-------------------------------------------16

My memorable WESPAC debut
by Suyash Manchali
I was about to go to bed one night
when my mom asked me if I would
like to play in the WESPAC 2021 to be
held virtually on Woogles. I was
pretty surprised and said ‘Yes!’ before
the next blink. In the morning, it felt
as if I had seen a dream. I reconfirmed with my mom that I would like
to participate in the tournament.

always there to cheer me up for my
next game. My overall win percentage
was 50. Though it is not a great win
percentage, I think, years later, I can
boast about my memorable WESPAC
debut even before I turned 12!
Some of the interesting words I made
in the WESPAC games were:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The study plan for the WESPAC was
the next thing. I decided that I would
repeat the plan that I had made for
the WESPA Youth Cup (WYC) earlier
this year with a few additions. It was
fairly easy to execute the plan as I had
opted for online classes even though
the offline school had commenced.
What I did not know was the standard of the WESPAC games. I played
in the India B team, and most of the
players I would be facing were among
the best representing their countries.

TOWNLESS
OUT(EA)RNED
POLKAING
TYRAMINE
UN(R)ETIRE(D)
COONTIE
SALADES
INDUSIA
RITZIEST
HEARTIE(ST)

The schedule was a bit unbalanced as
I had three sessions on Saturdays,
one of which started at 10:30 p.m.
IST and ran late into the night. There
was only one session of four games on
Sunday. It was a bit difficult to cope
with the standard of the games in the
first week. The second week was
much better. At the end of two weeks,
I had scored 16 wins out of 32 games.
The sheer thrill of winning games by
a single-digit margin, coming back
into the game after an initial lag, excited me. Winning by a huge margin
swelled me up. Likewise, when I
sulked after a loss, my family was

A satisfying 536-366 win against Celine
McCart of Northern Ireland OUT(EA)RNED was my standout play
17

(7) ARAPAIMA, (8) ARAWANAS,
(9) ATALAYAS, (10) ATARAXIA,
(11) AVADAVAT, (12) BAASKAAP,
(13) CALABAZA, (14) CALAMATA,
(15) CARACARA, (16) CARAGANA,
(17) JARARACA, (18) JARARAKA,
(19) KALAMATA, (20) KAMAAINA,
(21) KATAKANA, (22) KAVAKAVA,
(23) KAWAKAWA, (24) LAVALAVA,
(25) MAHARAJA, (26) MATAMATA,
(27) PARAPARA, (28) SASARARA,
(29) SAVASANA, (30) TAKAMAKA
E (58)
(1) BESEEKES, (2) BESEEMED,
(3) BETEEMED, (4) BETEEMES,
(5) DEEPENED, (6) DEEPENER,
(7) DEERWEED, (8) DEFREEZE,
(9) DESEEDED, (10) DESEEDER,
(11) EBENEZER, (12) ELECTEES,
(13) EMEERATE, (14) ENFEEBLE,
(15) ENFREEZE, (16) ESTEEMED,
(17) EXCEEDED, (18) EXCEEDER,
(19) EXEGESES, (20) EXEGETES,
(21) EXONEREE, (22) EXPELLEE,
(23) EYELETED, (24) EYELEVEL,
(25) EYEPIECE, (26) EYETEETH,
(27) FREEBEES, (28) GEECHEES,
(29) GREEGREE, (30) GREENEYE,
(31) KEDGEREE, (32) LEECHEES,
(33) MEEKENED, (34) MESEEMED,
(35) PEEBEENS, (36) PEESWEEP,
(37) PEETWEET, (38) PRECEESE,
(39) REDEEMED, (40) REDEEMER,
(41) REEMERGE, (42) REFEREED,
(43) REFEREES, (44) REFREEZE,
(45) REHEELED, (46) REJECTEE,
(47) RELEASEE, (48) REPEREPE,
(49) REPREEVE, (50) RESEEDED,
(51) SELECTEE, (52) SLEEVEEN,
(53) SQUEEGEE, (54) TEETERED,
(55) TELESEME, (56) TEREBENE,
(57) VENEERED, (58) VENEERER
--------------------------------------------

A thrilling 422-419 win against Australia’s John Holgate – TO(W)NLESS
brought me back late in the game

Another big win against Celine, this time
by 542-359. My notable plays included
UN(R)ETIRE(D) and POLKAI(N)G
-------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Know the valid
eight-letter words with either A
or E appearing four times
A (30)
(1) AMADAVAT, (2) ANABAENA,
(3) ANASARCA, (4) APADANAS,
(5) AQUAFABA, (6) ARAHUANA,
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My Scrabble memoirs
by Cecil Fernandes
Scrabble players are known to combine outstation games with tourism.
This makes a lot of sense since players are often hard up for time and resources to have the two separately.

Players now have a choice to participate in tournaments, either real or
virtual.
Scrabble players are normally wary of
picking up high value tiles like J, Q, X
and Z towards the end of the game,
since one could lose a game with the
high negative points of the tiles left
on the rack. Especially, a Q without a
U on the rack can mar our game. Besides, the opponent could block your
moves to score positive points.

During one of our jaunts to Malaysia,
our group was heading to Genting
Highlands for a holiday and sightseeing after the tournament. I recall we
were discussing our annual trips
abroad to play Scrabble, fully aware
that none of us would have a fair
chance to reach the top ten and win a
prize to offset some of our expenses.

The first thought of a player with a
rack containing heavy tiles is to play
them as quickly as possible. However,
if there are at least seven tiles left on
the rack, there are still chances of
scoring a bingo even with two heavy
tiles.

Yet our passion for the game was so
strong that we would find it worth
spending our time and money to participate and enjoy the game. One of
the players from Bangalore remarked
that she sets aside a ‘Scrabble Budget’
every year! We club Scrabble with
tourism to maximise our time and resources.
Scrabble has taken so many of us to
places in India and abroad. Personally, Scrabble has taken me to nine
countries, some of them with my family. Combining tourism with Scrabble
when time and budget permits has always been an added bonus.
There are opportunities in adversity.
If the recession of the 1920s got an
unemployed Alfred Butts to invent
the game of Scrabble, a century later,
the pandemic of 2020 has made
online Scrabble commonplace.
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In one of my games, I had a rack of
EIMQTZ? This at first glance seemed
a no-go for a bingo. My immediate
thought was to find a suitable spot to
get rid of the Q and Z before my opponent could block them. To my delight, upon shuffling the tiles on my
rack, a word that I had gone through
a few days before the game struck me.
I put out MEZQuIT (a spiny tree
found in Mexico). This move gave me
a substantial margin (finished game
shown in the picture above).

RUBELLAS
RUBEOLAS
RUSTABLE
SURFABLE
ZEBRULAS
*ICELAND? (10)
ADENYLIC
ALCIDINE
CALCINED
CANFIELD
DECALING
DECLINAL
DULCINEA
LYCAENID
MEDCINAL
PANICLED

Notable seven-letter words with two
high-value tiles are:
JERQUED, JERQUER, JERQUES,
JONQUIL, JAMBEUX, JINXING,
JUKEBOX, OUTJINX, BIZJETS,
JANIZAR, JEEZELY, JEZAILS,
JEZEBEL, MUZJIKS, ZANJERO,
EQUINOX, QUIXOTE, BEZIQUE,
CAZIQUE, MEZQUIT, QUARTZY,
QUETZAL, QUEZALS, QUINZES,
QUINZIE, SQUEEZE, SQUEEZY,
TZADDIQ, OXAZINE, OXAZOLE,
OXIDIZE, ZEUXITE, ZOOTAXY

IRELAND? (9)
BILANDER
DANGLIER
DEARLING
DRAGLINE
FILANDER
HARDLINE
INLANDER
ISLANDER
RENAILED

May the POWER tiles give us more
power to score bonus words!

ROMANIA? (11)
AIRWOMAN
ANIMATOR
ARMONICA
FORAMINA
MACARONI
MANORIAL
MAROCAIN
MONTARIA
MORAINAL
RADIOMAN
TAMANOIR

-------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Remember
your eights with a few stems of
European country names
BELARUS? (13)
ARBUSCLE
BALUSTER
BARBULES
BAULKERS
BLAGUERS
DURABLES
REUSABLE
ROUSABLE

*ICELAND by itself forms INLACED
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The Grand Old Man of Scrabble
by Hema Shah
From playing on a homemade Scrabble board to the regular cardboard
one to the rotating board, and then finally on the iPad – in more than 60
years of playing Scrabble, T. Chidambaram (TC) played on every kind
of board invented so far. Above all, he
inspired and enabled competitive
Scrabble in a special and unique way.

Directors Ashok Bhandarkar and Rex
D’Souza went out of their way to accommodate his special needs. TC enjoyed his very first Scrabble tournament at the age of 96.

By the time I first met TC, or Mr.
Chidambaram or ‘thatha’, he was already 96 years old.
TC had started playing Scrabble in
the 1950s, while working on the editorial team at the Times of India.
Someone had brought them a board
from the US. The game became so
popular among his colleagues that
they knocked off handcrafted equipment – official game boards were not
widely available in India back then.

TC with his grandson Dheeraj, reigning
World Scrabble Champion Nigel Richards, and his granddaughter Deepa at the
Capgemini International in January 2019
His grandson Dheeraj, also a founder
of Mu Sigma, agreed to sponsor our
Scrabble tournaments in Bangalore.
Thus, the Mu Sigma tournament series came into being.

At 96, TC was an enthusiastic and
competitive player. Neither of us had
discovered tournament Scrabble at
that time nor the business of timers
and tile tracking. But TC kept track of
the power tiles in his head and was
fully aware of the open opportunities
and pitfalls on the board.

The Covid-19 pandemic could have
been a little difficult for TC. However,
he quickly learnt to play Scrabble on
his iPad, and entertained himself by
playing with a bot for the entire time.
Even during his isolation, he was
busy playing Scrabble and trying to
create a handmade board. He was
playing until a couple of weeks before
he bid adieu to us.

In January 2019, TC’s grandchildren
Deepa and Dheeraj brought him to
play at the Capgemini tournament.
The then Karnataka State Scrabble
Association (KSSA) President Shankar Prasad and Committee Members
Abhijit Shilotri and Shubha Shivashankar as well as Tournament

TC passed away peacefully on the
night of Monday, 6th December at
home in the presence of his loved
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ones, a few months short of his 99th
birthday.
Rest in peace, my friend. We will be
thinking of you and feeling the
warmth of your presence at our future
tournaments. We will miss you.
-------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Down memory
lane
A few pictures from major tournaments in India in recent years:

Nigel Richards and Jesse Day ahead of
the 2019 WESPAC finals in Goa (photo
credit: Basil Pinto)

New Zealand’s Nigel Richards, the
GOAT and reigning world champion, in
action at the Mu Sigma International in
Bangalore in January 2020. He went on
to win the title for an 11th consecutive time

WESPAC 2019 champion Nigel Richards with former WESPA Chairman
Elie Dangoor (left) and WESPAC Goa
co-organiser Sanjoy Gupta (right)
(photo credit: Basil Pinto)

Hubert Wee, one of the leading players
from Singapore, in action at the Mu
Sigma International in 2020. He finished
in second place, just one win behind winner Nigel Richards

The late T. Chidambaram, aged 97,
with seven-year-old Suhaas Khandelwal
at the Mu Sigma International in 2020
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The KSSA Indian Open 2022
by Sanjoy Gupta and Hema Shah
Called by several names over the years
depending on who the sponsor was,
the ‘Bangalore International’ has
been the go-to tournament on the Indian Scrabble circuit. Come January,
and pretty much all the tournament
Scrabble players in India plus some
regulars from around the world
(mainly from South-East Asia, Australia, and Nigeria) would descend to
vie for a rather handsome prize purse
but more importantly, for honour and
camaraderie.

was announced, with 90 players on
the roster two months ahead of the
tournament.
Speaking on the excitement and registration success, Hemanth Achaya
said, “KSSA’s online activities during
the pandemic have been innovative
and engaging, retaining the interest
of the regulars while bringing in a lot
of new players into the community.
Our online training workshops for beginners and intermediate players
have also helped to expand the tournament-ready player group. And finally, the January weather in Bangalore, combined with a nice, clean, and
comfortable playing environment,
was the cherry on the cake.”

The pandemic inevitably denied
Scrabble lovers of their four-day
Scrabble bonanza in 2021. But the
new year heralds new hope and determination. Rebranded as the KSSA Indian Open and with a robust prize
purse of Rs. 800,000, the Bangalore
tournament is back from 20th to 23rd
January 2022. Over 100 players
across three divisions – the Open division with the best of the best, the
Premier division with strong intermediate level players, and the Challenger
division with high potential enthusiasts – are expected to battle it out.

A mind sport for all ages: T. Chidambaram (seen here inspiring seven-yearold Suhaas across the board) is no
more with us. His passion for Scrabble
brought him to participate for three
full days at the age of 97 at the Mu
Sigma Bangalore International in
January 2020. From all of us at KSSA
– we salute you, sir.

The three divisions ensure that there
is some uniformity of player standard
across the field, and hence a fair
chance for most participants to make
it to the prize bands. As in previous
years, there are also spot prizes and
rating band prizes, so everyone has a
chance of going home with something. Registrations came in fast and
furious as soon as the tournament

KSSA has been mindful of the reality
of Covid-19 risks as well as the new
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threat of the Omicron variant. Ishika
Shivalingaiah, Covid Control Incharge, said, “We are watching the
situation closely and are ensuring
that at the minimum we will adhere
to government guidelines. We are
also considering stepping up the entry restrictions to include a negative
RT-PCR test for all players. Also, constant monitoring of players for symptoms such as fever will be done. Playing equipment will be sanitised daily.
Players will be required to be masked
at all times and hand sanitisation will
be required before each game.”

Sevens (14)
CHALLIE
CHALLIS
CHILDLY
CHILLAX
CHILLED
CHILLER
CHILLIS
CHILLUM
HELICAL
HILLOCK
LICHTLY
LOCHIAL
PHALLIC
THALLIC

For many players, it will be a return
to physical Scrabble after a long hiatus. Will we be able to play the eight
or nine games a day that a physical
tournament requires? What will have
happened to our score calculating
skills? Will we still be able to track
tiles? Will we remember all the rules
about how to draw tiles, how to challenge, and when to hit the timer? After all, these tasks were conveniently
managed by the gaming tool while
playing online.

Eights (25)
ACHILLEA
CAILLACH
CALIPHAL
CHALLIES
CHENILLE
CHEVILLE
CHILLADA
CHILLERS
CHILLEST
CHILLIER
CHILLIES
CHILLILY
CHILLING
CHILLUMS
CLITHRAL
HELIACAL
HELLICAT
HICKWALL
HILLOCKS
HILLOCKY
OILCLOTH
ORCHILLA
PRECHILL
RACHILLA
SCHILLER
--------------------------------------------

Once we settle down in the tournament room and hear the rattle of tiles,
we will all know that the good old
days are back. Scrabble will have won.
For media enquiries, please contact
kssa.scrabble@gmail.com. To participate in the tourney, please visit
https://scrabblekssa.wordpress.com/kssa-indian-open-scrabble-championships/.
-------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Know the sevens and eights having the letters
C, H, I, L and L
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Tournament round-up
Gladiators WESPAC 2021
by Rustom Deboo
The 2021 edition of the biennial
World English-Language Scrabble
Players Association Championship
(WESPAC), the effective world championship of Scrabble, was held from
20th November to 5th December
2021. Considering the exceptional
global scenario, the tournament was
conducted virtually on the Woogles
platform, brilliantly organised by a
dedicated team from the Pakistan
Scrabble Association (PSA).

The quarterfinal stage saw Sherwin
play group stage topper Peter Kougi
of Australia. He started off with a
479-398 win in the first game, but the
Australian came back to take the
best-of-five series 3-1 and ensure the
semifinal spot. A narrow defeat in the
third game was particularly agonising, as reflected in a scoreline of 437431. Sherwin’s eventual sixth position
was decided by his quarterfinal performance.

Sherwin Rodrigues, India’s topranked Scrabbler, finished a highly
commendable sixth out of 105 players. This is now India’s best finish
ever at Scrabble’s world championships. The 32-year-old from Mumbai,
who is also the reigning national
champion, made it to the quarterfinals by virtue of finishing eighth in a
hard-fought group stage, where each
player played 32 games across two
weekends.

Besides Sherwin and Udayan, who
finished 17th with 20 wins (+1020) in
the group stage, there were six other
Indian players in action at the
WESPAC 2021: Madhav Gopal Kamath (40th), Mohan Chunkath
(55th), Suyash Manchali (62nd),
Nakul Prabhu (64th), Sanjoy Gupta
(78th) and Kala Ganesh (91st).
Youngsters Madhav and Suyash, aged
11 and 12 respectively and who
starred for India at the virtual
WESPA Youth Cup in August, more
than held their own remarkably.

Sherwin (Woogles handle: Whiners)
collected 21 wins in the group stage
with an impressive spread of +1477,
and though he lost his final game by
53 points to Will Anderson of the
United States, his compatriot Udayan
Grover (Woogles handle: groveringu)
ensured his passage into the knockouts by beating his nearest challenger, Dave Wiegand of the USA, in
his corresponding last game.

While Sherwin, Udayan, Mohan and
Nakul took up India’s four initially allocated spots at the tournament on
the basis of the SAI ratings; Sanjoy,
Madhav, Kala and Suyash accepted
invitations after four additional ‘wildcard’ spots became available for interested Indian players (ranked by their
rating) due to few other countries not
fulfilling their pre-decided quotas.
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The WESPAC 2021 featured players
from close to 30 countries including
India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Thailand,
Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, New
Zealand, Nigeria, Canada, the United
States, and the United Kingdom. The
final ended up being a Trans-Tasman
affair, with Alastair Richards of New
Zealand edging out Australia’s David
Eldar 4-3 in an exciting best-of-seven
contest to claim the coveted title.

Final (best of seven):
Alastair Richards beat David Eldar 43 (393-327, 426-555, 392-447, 418363, 439-403, 339-466, 406-393)
The WESPAC 2021 games can be
found at this link:
https://woogles.io/tournament/wespac2021
Top 20 at the end of the group stage (top
eight advanced to the knockouts):

The results of the knockout stages
were as follows:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Quarterfinals (best of five):
1) Peter Kougi (Australia) beat Sherwin Rodrigues (India) 3-1 (398-479,
424-315, 437-431, 338-315)
2) David Eldar (Australia) beat Eta
Karo (Nigeria) 3-0 (493-413, 485459, 520-396)
3) Will Anderson (USA) beat Wellington Jighere (Nigeria) 3-2 (465-410,
503-364, 353-439, 407-508, 487458)
4) Alastair Richards (New Zealand)
beat Paul Gallen (Northern Ireland)
3-0 (486-466, 416-360, 500-385)
Semifinals (best of five):

Player and country
Peter Kougi: AUS
David Eldar: AUS
Will Anderson: US
Paul Gallen: NIR
Alastair Richards: NZ
Wellington J: NIG
Eta Karo: NIG
Sherwin R: IND
Thacha Koowirat: TH
Olatunde O: NIG
Apirat Choomai: TH
Dave Wiegand: US
Kevin McMahon: IRE
Brian Bowman: US
Howard Warner: NZ
Ben Schoenbrun: US
Udayan Grover: IND
Harshan L: ENG
Brian Po: HK
Jason Keller: US

Wins
25
24
24
23
22
21.5
21.5
21
21
21
21
20.5
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Spread
1470
2007
1588
2219
1122
1062
959
1477
1196
1033
955
1214
1702
1440
1189
1050
1020
826
599
322

The final top eight (after knockouts):

1) David Eldar beat Will Anderson 3-1
(486-370, 382-397, 454-448, 492399)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2) Alastair Richards beat Peter Kougi
3-0 (421-385, 519-372, 534-384)
Third place playoff (best of five)
Will Anderson beat Peter Kougi 3-1
(480-379, 501-450, 309-514, 429400)

Player
Alastair Richards
David Eldar
Will Anderson
Peter Kougi
Wellington Jighere
Sherwin Rodrigues
Paul Gallen
Eta Karo
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iCare Cup, Hyderabad

tournament after a gripping final day.
Needing to win the last two games to
clinch the title, she did just that, finishing with 16.5 wins from 24 games
with a spread of +680. Besides the
champion’s trophy, this success also
earned her a phenomenal boost of
199 points in the SAI ratings.

by Rustom Deboo
The iCare Scrabble Cup was held at
Hotel Radisson Hitec City in Hyderabad from 3rd to 5th December 2021.
This was the first rated tournament to
be played in Hyderabad in over a decade. The necessary Covid protocol, including masking during games and
prior requirement of vaccination, was
followed to ensure the safety of all.

Falling just short in second place was
top seed Sanjoy Gupta with 16 wins
(+1472), followed by Shaik Ahmed
with 15.5 wins (+1014) in third place.
Ishika Shivalingaiah and Dipankar
Chatterjee rounded off the top five
with 15 wins each.

A total of 30 players from across India registered, with some of them returning to live Scrabble after nearly
two years. The tournament also
marked the return of everyone's favourite Tournament Director, Ashok
Bhandarkar.

Prizes on offer at the iCare Scrabble Cup,
Hyderabad
There were also three band prizes up
for grabs, the winners of which were
as follows: Abhijit Shilotri (rating
band of 950 and below), yours truly
(951-1150), and Kala Ganesh (1151
and above).
Many thanks to Danish Shahna for
generously sponsoring the tournament, Vimisha Patel for assisting with
its organisation, Ashok Bhandarkar
for directing it in his affable style, and
all spot prize sponsors and volunteers
for contributing towards its success.

Sujana Somasekar is all smiles after securing her first tournament victory
Sujana Somasekar from the Karnataka State Scrabble Association
(KSSA) won her first SAI-rated
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and an innovative preschool called
L'Avenir, and offers courses on meditation. We strongly recommend a
visit!

Final standings – iCare Scrabble Cup
Player
Wins
1 Sujana Somasekar
16.5
2 Sanjoy Gupta
16
3 Shaik Ahmed
15.5
4 Ishika Shivalingaiah
15
5 Dipankar Chatterjee
15
6 Sunny Bhatia
14
7 Mangala Bhandarkar
14
8 Suchindra Potnis
14
9 Sridhar Paidikondala
14
10 Abid Hussain
14
11 Rustom Deboo
13
12 Danish Shahna
13
13 Kala Ganesh
13
14 Abhijit Shilotri
13
15 Rajeev Menon
12
16 Sneha Thadhani
12
17 Archana Aggarwal
12
18 Siddharth Nithyanand
12
19 Sushanto B
12
20 Patrick Pereira
11
21 Sudharsha Subbiah
10 (+1)
22 Srushti Gandhi
10 (+1)
23 Vimisha Patel
10 (+1)
24 Swagat Nukala
11
25 Triambak Eashwar
10 (+1)
26 Hyder Quraishi
9 (+1)
27 Ali Abbas
8 (+0)
28 Sukanya Baba
5.5 (+1)
29 Mohiuddin
3.5 (+1)
30 Sanjog Rathi
0 (+0)
High game: Sunny Bhatia 650
Bye treatment explained in brackets

Spread
680
1472
1014
748
115
1037
563
417
97
-229
413
367
113
-622
987
57
35
-134
-379
755
-102
-221
-264
-365
-979
-353
-1104
-1894
-1249
-975

Keeping in mind the requirement for
ventilation and social distancing, the
entire tournament happened outdoors, with widely spaced tables. We
were also blessed to get a crisp and
cold day with brilliant winter sunshine, and were additionally pampered by the yummy food, coffee, and
muffins from the on-premises tuck
shop.
The Scrabble itself was as good as the
venue - over eight fiercely contested
rounds, yours truly managed to sneak
into the first place with seven wins,
just ahead of Madhav Gopal Kamath
and Sunny Bhatia, who finished second and third respectively. Either of
the three could have won until the
last round. Emerging under-18 players Vishesh Bhatia and Shreyas Gupta
picked up 50+ rating points by performing really well through the day.

--------------------------------------------

Scrabble for Fun, Delhi
by Sudhir Kamath

The Scrabble Association of Delhi
hosted a one-day rated tournament
on the 19th of December. The tournament was held at the Gnostic Centre
on the Delhi-Gurgaon border.
The participants at the Scrabble for Fun
one-day tournament in Delhi

For those who don't know, the Gnostic Centre is a research centre for the
growth of consciousness and has a
deeply calming and meditative vibe.
It also hosts Sri Aurobindo's relics

However, rather than the final ranks
achieved, the highlights of the day
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were the fun spot prizes. In keeping
with the holiday season, all the prizes
were sponsored by fellow Scrabblers,
who also got to choose their own criteria for how the winners would be
decided. I'm sharing the list below,
for your reading pleasure!

8) Highest score for a word related to
nature; Prize: Crystal cube photo
frame; Sponsor: Sunny; Winner:
Ahana (FLOODING for 65)
9) Lowest scoring bingo of the day;
Prize: Muffler; Sponsor: Ritika Jain;
Winner: Sudhir (STRONTIA for 59)

1) Longest word played; Prize: Mezze
dinner for two from Mezze House;
Sponsor: Archana Aggarwal; Winner:
Madhav (RECOATING for 61 points)

10) Highest scoring word resonating
with Christmas; Prize: Muffler; Sponsor: Ritika; Winner: Neelanjana
(SWEETIES for 77)

2) Highest scoring word related to cycling; Prize: Christmas cake; Sponsor:
Ela; Winner: As there was no word,
the cake was shared by everyone!

11) Last ranked player at the end of
the tourney; Prize: Muffler; Sponsor:
Ritika; Winner: Akshay

3) First to play AHA; Prize: Two personalised wooden racks from ‘Ahaa’;
Sponsor: Abhijit Shilotri; Winner:
Sunny, in the very first game!

12) Highest scoring word of the day;
Prize: Muffler; Sponsor: Ritika; Winner: Siddharth (EPISOME for 109)

4) Highest scoring word related to
Delhi; Prize: Set of six books; Sponsor: Sudhir; Winner: Ekansh (AIRLESS for 99)

Final standings – Scrabble for Fun
Player
Wins
1 Sudhir Kamath
7
2 Madhav Kamath
6
3 Sunny Bhatia
5
4 Ekansh Arora
4 (+1)
5 Siddharth Nithyanand
5
6 Shreyas Gupta
5
7 Ela Ghose
4
8 Vishesh Bhatia
4
9 Ahana Goyal
3 (+1)
10 Neelanjana Bid
3
11 Abhay Sharma
2 (+1)
12 Shalini Sahdev
0 (+3)
13 Akshay Hiremath
0 (+2)
High game: Sunny Bhatia 624
Bye treatment explained in brackets

5) Highest finish among players having a sub-1000 SAI rating; Prize:
Pack of Delhi Heritage Monument
Playing Cards from Memory Marg;
Sponsor: Akshay; Winner: Shreyas
6) Highest scoring word related to recycling/ upcycling/ treasure/ trash;
Prize: Recycled CD art piece; Sponsor: Marisha Sharma; Winner:
Shalini (CLOTH for 37)

Spread
544
205
755
122
116
-3
41
30
-400
-178
-440
-449
-343

--------------------------------------------

November Embers

7) First to play words associated with
running/jogging/exercise/gym; Prize:
Hand-knitted gender-neutral headband, suitable for joggers and runners; Sponsor: Shalini; Winner: Ela
(HOP for 21)

The latest SAI-rated online tournament, named November Embers, was
played on 7th November. Directed by
Sudhir Kamath, the tournament saw
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India v Sri Lanka

an encouraging turnout of 31 participants and featured ten rounds.

Following the success of the first India v Sri Lanka bilateral rated online
tournament in July, another such
tournament took place between
teams from the two countries on the
Woogles platform 17th October.

The tournament was announced to
players from outside India as well,
and Brian Po from Hong Kong made
the most of it by taking the top spot
with eight wins, narrowly finishing
ahead of Sanjoy Gupta and Ekansh
Arora due to spread. Four of the top
eight finishers were under-18 players.

The Indian team for the open division
tournament, featuring 36 games in
all, comprised Rajveer Rawlin, Sumeet Sachdev, Kala Ganesh, Radhika
Mahalingaiah, Arindam Basu and
Lloyd Pearse.

Final standings – November Embers
Player
Wins
1 Brian Po
8
2 Sanjoy Gupta
8
3 Ekansh Arora
8
4 Madhav Kamath
7
5 Sumeet Sachdev
7
6 Suyash Manchali
6
7 Nakul Prabhu
6
8 Pramit Rao
6
9 Pankaj Bolaki
6
10 R Nalini
6
11 Ela Ghose
5 (+1)
12 Sridhar Paidikondala
5 (+1)
13 Radhika M
5
14 Rohaina Tanveer
5
15 Shaila Amalean
4 (+1)
16 Kala Ganesh
5
17 Shubha S
5
18 Yuvraj Dighe
4 (+1)
19 Lloyd Pearse
4 (+1)
20 Collin Pereira
5
21 Siddharth Nithyanand
3 (+1)
22 Jyoti Budhia
4
23 Ahana Goyal
3 (+1)
24 Jayashree Nagaraj
4
25 Hema Shah
4
26 Aayush Jain
4 (+0)
27 Arindam Basu
3
28 Shalini Sahdev
3
29 Savio Rebello
2 (+0)
30 Meena Kalyan
1 (+1)
31 Madhulekha B
1 (+1)
High game: Sanjoy Gupta 594
Bye treatment explained in brackets

Spread
809
610
370
455
404
490
454
336
159
67
-45
-185
573
398
109
-1
-71
-265
-341
-653
-39
-177
-326
-372
-411
-799
69
-603
-55
-362
-598

The line-up for the under-18 tournament, featuring 64 games, comprised
Suyash Manchali, Shreyas Gupta,
Pramit Rao, Aarush Jotwani, Daiwik
Bansal, Vishesh Bhatia, Samarth
Manchali and Suhaas Khandelwal.
The Sri Lankans came out on top in
both the contests this time; while they
won the open division 23-13 (+1224),
the under-18 division was clinched by
an even more comprehensive scoreline of 44-20 (+4314).
Despite the defeats, it was a valuable
experience of a challenging rated
tournament for the Indian teams,
particularly the under-18s, who had
in their ranks an eight-year-old in Samarth and a nine-year-old in Suhaas.
--------------------------------------------
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Game annotation
by Udayan Grover
2. S: ABBIIRU – RIA (9G) 17/17

Sanjoy Gupta (Centrestar) from India v Apirat Choomai (Kurgan) from
Thailand, WESPAC 2021 group
stage on Woogles

I don't dig the play as the leave is
quite poor. BUIBUI (G4) is best in
terms of leave but is not easy to spot.
URBIA (7I) is next best.

Scores: Sanjoy 435-438 Apirat

2. A: DEELMOU – LEDUM (E8)
25/41

He picks the right spot to play but
MODULE (E4) and OLEUM (E7) are
slightly better keeping in mind the
vowel-consonant ratio.
3. S: ABBDIRU – AB (7F) 17/34

ABID (26) at D12 scores the most but
I prefer BAMBI (22) at 12C keeping
RUD; there is no way to get rid of
both the Bs as well as the U.
3. A: AEENORR – RONE (D9)
23/64
NAME, RACK, PLAY, SCORE/TOTAL

Good play but I reckon that
REO/ROE (19) at 10G is marginally
better, as it retains a nice four-letter
set of EARN.

1. S: ABBIIRU – RUBIA* (8H)
(challenged) 0/0

Sanjoy misspells RUBAI and Apirat
promptly challenges it off. URBIA
was also available as an option.

4. S: ABDIPRU – UPBRAID (C4)
73/107

Funny how an unfriendly leave of
BRUID yields a bingo; Sanjoy does
well to spot it.

1. A: EEGHMUU – EUGH (8F)
16/16

EUGH seems right. It is to be noted
that the word takes H, L and T as
front hooks.

4. A: ADEIOQR – QUERIDA (4B)
36/100

Decent choice; there are a number of
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options available for the Q through
the U, but I like QUOAD (30) at 4B
the most as it keeps IRE instead of O.

tile turnover hoping to draw an S or a
blank which continue to stay elusive
for him, but I'd still be tempted to
play JEDI (G2) for 32. It turns over
only three tiles but plays off the J and
scores reasonably.

5. S: ACDEIOT – ODIC (10H)
20/127

There's no clear winner here as a surfeit of balancing plays can be made.
Sanjoy's play retains the friendly
ATE. ATOC (28) at 10G is another
contender.

7. A: AILMOST – SOMITAL (13E)
(challenged) 77/247

Apirat plays the only bingo on his
rack, exposing the dangerous scoring
spot at H12 for the unseen J and Z.

5. A: CEEFIOO – BEEF (6C) 31/131
8. S: JLNSTTW – JINS (H12)
57/236

The game is into its tenth move and
neither the S nor the blank has surfaced yet. There are a few scoring
plays, but none sorts out the rack.
COOF (7I) and FOE (C12) seem unnecessarily bold while Apirat's play
scores the most.

Sanjoy's ploy does pay off and he's
able to play the J from his vowelless
rack for an impressive score, though
he fails to spot JILT at the same spot,
which would conserve his S.
8. A: GLOOUZ? – ZOA (8A)
36/283

6. S: AAEINTY – PYA (5C) 28/155

Sanjoy phoneys with RAE (clearly an
oversight) but this time it escapes his
opponent's eye, and it stays on the
board. The rack leave of TENIA is fine
but I'm slightly wary of holding on to
three vowels; I like AYRIE (E2) keeping ANTE just a wee bit more.

Here, OUZO (2H) for 33 is better as
the leave of LOG? trumps LOGU?
9. S: IILPTTW – WIT (14J) 29/265

TWILT (8K) for 36 appears best as it
opens new bingo lanes and balances
better than WIT.

6. A: CILOOSX – COXA (H1)
39/170

9. A: GLNOUS? – LOUNGES (M9)
72/355

It's between COXA and COXAL, and
there's very little separating the two.

SUNGLOWS (80) and LOUSINGS
(77) at 15A score the most in addition
to the host of bingos available in column N.

7. S: AEIJNTV – VENATIC (K4)
24/179

This play is quite interesting in that it
retains the J while using the other six
tiles. It is possible Sanjoy opted for
32

10. S: EFILPTY – YIN (14F) 31/296

12. S: EEIKNT? – SIK (15M)
21/334

I'm not a fan of this play, since it
would serve Sanjoy well to keep the S
lane in row 15 open given he's trailing
by a bingo; also, it keeps the relatively
bingo-friendly leave of ELIPT, thus
increasing his chances to bingo and
come back in the game.

Opportunities to bingo with KETAINE (N6) and NECKTIE (N4) go
abegging as Sanjoy plays off two tiles,
hoping to bingo out. EKTEXINE (5H)
is another maniacal option available.
12. A: EENORTT – EXON (3G)
23/438

10. A: EEGNRSV – REV (C12)
17/372

Apirat aptly takes the highest score
available to maintain his lead. Here it
is not so much about rack balancing
as it is about having enough to outscore your opponent.

It doesn't seem prudent to score a
measly 17 points when he's in a position to consolidate his lead by playing
one of the several high scoring 40something point plays
(GREVES/VERGES/NERVES) available at 15A. He does not want to be in
a position where his opponent replies
with a high scoring bonus of his own,
thus threatening his lead.

13. S: AEENOT? – CAROTENE
(1H) 85/419 + 16 (ERTTW) 435

Sanjoy draws just the right tiles from
the bag to slot a golden bingo but falls
agonisingly short of Apirat who pips
him by three points on countback.

11. S: EFLNPT? – FLOP (2F)
17/313

A few missed opportunities by both
players. Both endured tough racks to
begin with, but Apirat made fewer
mistakes. Though Sanjoy clawed back
right at the end to nearly wipe out the
margin, he didn’t have enough in the
tank to overtake Apirat.
-------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Sevens and
eights containing U, V and W

PANTOFLE (2D) for 66 is the only
playable bonus. Sanjoy's play of FLOP
balances perfectly but makes the
board quite restricted to bingos by
blocking the bingo lanes. It might be
worth playing OF (10M) setting up
OFT in column O for a bingo, whilst
also keeping rows 1 and 2 accessible.
11. A: AEGHNRS – GASH (15A)
43/415

(1) PURVIEW, (2) SURVIEW,
(3) UNWEAVE, (4) UNWIVED,
(5) UNWIVES, (6) UNWOVEN,
(7) HUSWIVES, (8) OVERSWUM,
(9) PURVIEWS, (10) SURVIEWS,
(11) UNAVOWED, (12) UNVIEWED,
(13) UNWEAVES, (14) UNWIVING,
(15) WAVEROUS

Apirat misses SHERANG (N5) for 80
(which is the only bingo that fits) but
plays the next best move to take a
100-point lead. One may also play the
obscure GERAH (N6) for 36.
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Puzzles and quizzes
SAI Crossword #004
by Mohan Chunkath
Solve the clues to complete the grid. The subsidiary puzzle is to find out what is
common to all the answers.
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Across

49 African antelope (5)

11 Something joined or attached
(6)

52 Computer programs (4)
54 Unliberated persons (9)

12 Obsolete mode of address (5)

56 Green woodpecker (6)

13 In a lumpy or sticky manner (8)

58 A board behind an altar (8)

14 Jests (6)

59 Deep sea fishing regions (5)

15 Instances of errors (9)

60 Abounding in certain amphibians (6)

16 An arch of two curves meeting at
a point (4)
17 Got to, colloquially (5)

Down

19 Vessel used for preparing a popular beverage (9)

1 To fit into a groove (8)

21 Part of a musical direction (5)

2 To mix or meddle (4)

25 Containing iron (8)

3 To be noisily uncooperative (5)

26 The comic actress in an Italian
opera (5)

4 A female usher (8)
5 Interjection to indicate that one
is cold (4)

28 An exclamation indicating dismay (6)

6 A bonnet (6)

30 To disguise (6)

7 Plant belonging to the yarrow
genus (8)

32 A fixed charge (3)
33 Fish of the shad family (5)

8 Fine-grained wind deposit of
clay, sand, and silt (5)

35 An egg in Australian slang (4)

9 A hole in the ice through which
a seal breathes (6)

36 A wide-mouthed pot or jar (4)
37 To shelter (Scots) (5)

10 Sly (Scots) (4)

39 To show disapproval by making
this sound (3)

18 Dark earthy deposit formed under prehistoric pile-dwellings in
Italy (9)

40 Making a false statement (Scots)
(6)

20 Eastern dish of ground lamb
and crushed wheat (5)

41 To trail or stream (6)
42 To turn up with the snout (5)

22 A malapropism or misspelling
arising from similarity between
the sound of the misspelled or
misused word and the correct
one (7)

43 A person who or contrivance
which insets pages, etc. (8)
45 Hollow-sounding (5)
47 Temptingly tasty (9)
35

23 In a literary or formal manner
(9)

42 Describing a type of high-quality
paper (8)

24 To bring into a condition of subordination (9)

43 Most resistant to disease (8)

27 To fall (Scots) (3)

44 Exchange of one grammatical
case for another (8)

29 Felt repentant (9)

46 Add incorrectly (6)

31 The offspring of one white and
one black parent (7)

48 To cut teeth (6)
50 To make impure or to soil (5)

32 Name for a temporary computer
variable or file (3)

51 To yelp (5)

34 Toilet (3)

53 To utter a low or vibrant sound
(4)

38 A sticky or viscous substance (3)

55 Thick soured milk (4)

39 To secure a cable to a post (5)

57 Terminal part of the leg (4)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Find the best play
by Hriday Samtani
Find the best/highest-scoring play on offer in each of three board situations below:

1
36

2

3
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Read between the lines
by Sherwin Rodrigues
Here I share eight interesting board situations from my games at WESPAC 2021.
Can you find out the answers with the help of the given clues?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: The exclusive 750+ club in WESPA-rated Scrabble
There have been nine instances of a score of over 750 in WESPA-rated tournaments:
850 – Toh Weibin v Rik Kennedy, Northern Ireland Championship, 2012
796 – Tarin Pairor v Nur Qamarina Ain, ASCI Under-18, 2019
790 – Allan Oyende v Tom Mboya, Acacia Scrabble Invitational, 2021
777 – Theresa Brousson v Anlaug Frydenlund, WSC Final Fling, 2018
775 – Gitonga Nderitu v Akshay Bhandarkar, WESPAC Goa Championship, 2019
761 – Michael Akonor v Jared Robinson, Scrabble Champions Tournament, 2014
760 – Lewis Hawkins v Darryl Hanming, WESPA Youth Cup, 2017
756 – Dylan Early v Jennifer Smith, New Zealand Masters, 2019
753 – Vignesh Pirapaharan v Aniwat Thayadech, Thai Youth Princess Cup, 2019
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Past winners at the Bangalore international tourney
With the Bangalore international tournament set to return in the form of the KSSA
Indian Open, here is a look back at the top three finishers in each of its past editions:
2005 – 1) Ganesh Asirvatham, 2) Akshay Bhandarkar, 3) Wajid Iqbal
2006 – 1) Varisht Hingorani, 2) Ralph Lobo, 3) Irfan Siddiqui
2007 – 1) Pakorn Nemitrmansuk, 2) Akshay Bhandarkar, 3) Suresh Chinnaiyah
2008 – 1) Ganesh Asirvatham, 2) Ayorinde Saidu, 3) Wellington Jighere
2009 – 1) Pakorn Nemitrmansuk, 2) Nigel Richards, 3) Mohan Chunkath
2010 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Sherwin Rodrigues, 3) Pakorn Nemitrmansuk
2011 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Sherwin Rodrigues, 3) Nakul Prabhu
2012 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Akshay Bhandarkar, 3) Alastair Richards
2013 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Olaiya Kabir, 3) Rasheed Balogun
2014 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Alastair Richards, 3) Sherwin Rodrigues
2015 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Douglas Lobo, 3) Lakshan Wanni
2016 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Hubert Wee, 3) Marlon Prudencio
2017 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Pichai Limprasert, 3) Hubert Wee
2018 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Hubert Wee, 3) Sherwin Rodrigues
2019 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Goutham Jayaraman, 3) Jakkrit Klaphajone
2020 – 1) Nigel Richards, 2) Hubert Wee, 3) Jeremy Khoo
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Strengthen your sevens and eights this WINTER
WINTER? (13)
NOWTIER
TAWNIER
TINWARE
TOWNIER
TWINERS
TWINIER
TWINTER
UNWRITE
WINTERS
WINTERY
WRENTIT
WRITHEN
WRITTEN

WINTER?? (29)
ANTIWEAR
INTERROW
INTERWAR
INTERWEB
KNITWEAR
STREWING
TARWHINE
TIMEWORN
TINWARES
TOWERING
TOWNLIER
TWANGIER
TWEERING
TWERKING
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TWINKLER
TWINTERS
UNDERWIT
UNWRITES
VAWNTIER
WARIMENT
WATERING
WHITENER
WINTERED
WINTERER
WINTERLY
WINTRIER
WRENTITS
WRESTING
WRETHING

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Know the 39 five-letter words that contain three Es
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

BELEE
BESEE
DEERE
DEEVE
EERIE
EEVEN
ELPEE
EMCEE
EMEER
EPEES
ETWEE
EXEEM
EXEME

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

FEESE
FEEZE
GEESE
GELEE
HEEZE
JEEZE
KEEVE
LEESE
LEEZE
LEVEE
MELEE
NEELE
NEESE

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

NEEZE
PEECE
PEEPE
PEEVE
PEWEE
REEDE
REEVE
RESEE
SEMEE
TEENE
TEPEE
WEEKE
WEETE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Anagram quiz – Proper and common
by Rustom Deboo
In this quiz, each question has two clues, the first for a word that is a proper noun
(invalid in Scrabble) and the second for a common word (may or may not be a noun,
valid in Scrabble) that is an anagram of the proper noun. You can send in your answers to indianscrabble@gmail.com by 31st January 2022. One entry getting all answers right will win a cash prize of Rs. 500 in a lucky draw.
Congrats to Romilla Thakur for winning the lucky draw prize for the quiz featured in
the September 2021 edition.
1)

i. A country in Europe
ii. Relating to an ancestor

6) i. A media house
ii. Maliciously derogatory

2) i. A mountain peak
ii. A lodging

7)

i. A consumer goods brand
ii. A layer of polyester resin

3) i. An automobile manufacturer
ii. Impartial

8) i. A country in Asia
ii. A precious stone
9) i. Name of a tennis legend
ii. A South American monkey

4) i. A luxury goods brand
ii. A bribe

10) i. A city in India
5) i. A city in Africa
ii. Dangerous
ii. A North American tree
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Crack the numeric code
by Rustom Deboo
Given below are 16 numeric codes, each of which represents the first name of an Indian Scrabble player who is rated by SAI. Every letter from A-Z has been assigned a
constant number. Each code has only one answer, and the codes are to be ideally
solved in order, as the value of different letters may be revealed with every code.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

15-24-2-15
26-24-2-26-4-15
22-6-2-15-20
24-1-20-20-9
20-25-25-8-15
12-15-2-26-17
21-15-20-4-15-11
10-6-1-18-17-15-24

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
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24-2-25-12-5-26-20
15-12-13-2-15-20-15
12-25-19
7-2-1-24-2-15-20
26-12-23-15-20
21-15-12-14-15-8-2-9
24-25-17-5-9-20
22-15-20-18-15-17-15

Twin blank challenge
by Rustom Deboo
Given in the clues are combinations of letters that, when taken together with both the
blanks, form words that are valid in Scrabble. Some of the combinations lead to more
than one valid Scrabble word, which is indicated by the numbers in the brackets.

Across
1. WURTI (1)
4. UILIO (1)
5. UILIO (2)
9. KMDIR
10. VZEAR
13. EAUII
15. PRIRL (2)
17. GHPCN
18. IBUOP
19. YNNLT (2)

2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
11.
12.
14.
16.

Down
WURTI (2)
AEUJI
OUEYA
TAQSL (1)
YNNLT (1)
XRAIW
USVUF
PRIRL (1)
TAQSL (2)
PRIRL (3)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------43

CrossGram – Indian edition
by Hema Shah
A CrossGram is a crossword in which the clues are the alphagrams of the words. In
this CrossGram, all clues form valid Scrabble words that are of Indian origin.
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Across
2. AIKN 4. ILSTU 5. ABINU 6. DIXY 9. AATW 11. AMOQR 13. ILT
14. GILNU 15. AAIJRW 16. AELM 17. AIKLV 19. BFIRU 20. ABHU 21. AGHT
22. CHKOW 23. ADIKH 25. BEHL 28. GRUU 29. DGU 30. ABHSU
Down
1. ABBU 3. AIKNS 5. AABHLLOWX 6. DHLO 7. AGLINOR 8. IOPT
10. AIMSW 12. ABPU 13. AABLT 17. AADNV 18. FIKLU 19. BHOOT
22. CHILO 24. GHIN 26. ADHIL 27. AADGJSU
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: What’s in a name?
Remember your sevens with stems of first names of select Indian Scrabble players:
DANISH? (6)
DANKISH
DASHING
DISHPAN
HANDISM
SANDHIS
SHADING
EKANSH? (5)
HANKERS
HANKIES
HARKENS
KHAZENS
SHANKED
HRIDAY? (4)
DIARCHY
HARDILY
HAYRIDE
HYDRIAE
ISHIKA? (4)
DASHIKI
PAKIHIS
RIKISHA
SHIKARI

LENNIE? (4)
ENLIVEN
LENIENT
LEONINE
LINEMEN
MOHSIN? (6)
GNOMISH
HOMINES
HOMINGS
MONKISH
MOONISH
MOSHING
PRAMIT? (7)
ARMPITS
CRAMPIT
IMPARTS
MISPART
PRIMATE
PTARMIC
TRIPMAN
RUSTOM? (8)
MOUTERS
NOSTRUM

OESTRUM
ROSTRUM
RUMPOTS
SCROTUM
TOURISM
TUMOURS
SHUBHA? (4)
BUSHWAH
HAGBUSH
HUSHABY
JUBHAHS
SUDHIR? (4)
HURDIES
MURSHID
NURDISH
PRUDISH
SUMEET? (4)
EMEUTES
MUSETTE
MUSTEES
TUMESCE
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opportunity to translate
some of my experiences,
both as player and administrator, for the larger benefit
of the Scrabble community’’,
said Udayan on his election.

SAI round-up
•

Udayan Grover gets
elected to the WESPA Executive Committee
The new WESPA Executive
Committee was elected at the
WESPA Biennial General
Meeting held virtually on 31st
October 2021. SAI nominee
Udayan Grover, Executive
Member of the SAI Managing Committee and one of
the stalwarts of the Indian
Scrabble scene, was one of
the eight electees to the
Committee.

Following the election, the
WESPA Executive Committee comprises Chris Lipe
(USA, Chair), Carol Johnsen
(Australia, Secretary), Jason
Broersma (Canada, Treasurer), Douglas Tsang (Hong
Kong), Kong Chock Heng
(Malaysia), Lukeman OmoOwolabi (Nigeria, nominated
by Liberia), Mina Le (USA),
Tariq Pervez (Pakistan),
Toke Aka (Nigeria), Tony
Leah (Canada), and Udayan
Grover (India).

‘‘I am delighted that India
now has a representation on
the WESPA Committee. It is
a great opportunity for us to
further India’s agenda on the
global Scrabble forum and be
a vital cog in the wheel. I am
grateful to have had SAI instill faith in me, and it will be
my endeavour as a SAI representative to align some of
our goals with those of
WESPA and work in collaboration. Some of the goals
WESPA continues to strive
towards include having more
WESPA-rated events (both
live and virtual), promoting
Scrabble to get greater recognition as a mind sport, and
soliciting sponsorship to incentivise the game and boost
participation, among other
things. I look forward to the

•

Update on CSW 2021
As announced by WESPA,
national associations are expected to move to the newly
updated Collins Scrabble
Words (CSW) 2021 lexicon
for rated tournaments as
soon as they can after 1st January 2022. However, with
the CSW21 initiation kit yet
to be released, the final date
for applicability of the existing CSW19 has not been considered yet. Accordingly, the
forthcoming WESPA-rated
KSSA Indian Open, scheduled to be held in Bangalore
from 20th to 23rd January
2022, will be played using
the CSW19 lexicon.
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New members

Endgame Extra: Know the 68
vowel-heavy sevens (having at
least five vowels) and eights
(having at least six vowels)

The following members were
welcomed into SAI in the last
three months:
1.

Sakshi Gupta (Chandigarh)

2.

Ruchika Johar (Mumbai),
who works full time in the
social/development sector,
had been forever trying to
find people who loved playing Scrabble as much as she
does. Other than a few stray
instances, she hadn’t really
come across like-minded
Scrabble buffs. She ended up
doing a Google search for a
Scrabble club, and voila!
Having played Scrabble in
her childhood, she is looking
forward to playing it again.

3.

Nidhi Rana (Kolkata)

4.

Sheeba Simon (Thiruvalla)
is a sociopreneur and educator by profession and is
based in Kerala. Scrabble
and Sudoku are an integral
part of her everyday life. She
has been a Scrabble enthusiast since her childhood and
still enjoys playing it with her
friends and family at any
given moment.

(1) ABOULIA, (2) ACEQUIA,
(3) AECIDIA, (4) AENEOUS,
(5) AEOLIAN, (6) AEONIAN,
(7) AERADIO, (8) AEROBIA,
(9) AGEUSIA, (10) AIERIES,
(11) ALIENEE, (12) AMOEBAE,
(13) ANAEMIA, (14) AQUARIA,
(15) AQUEOUS, (16) AREOLAE,
(17) AUDITEE, (18) AUREATE,
(19) AURELIA, (20) AUREOLA,
(21) AUREOLE, (22) AURORAE,
(23) AUTOCUE, (24) CAMAIEU,
(25) COUTEAU, (26) DEQUEUE,
(27) DIANOIA, (28) DOULEIA,
(29) EATERIE, (30) ENQUEUE,
(31) EPINAOI, (32) EPUISEE,
(33) EQUINIA, (34) ETAERIO,
(35) EUCAINE, (36) EUGARIE,
(37) EUGENIA, (38) EULOGIA,
(39) EUOUAES, (40) EUPNOEA,
(41) EUTAXIA, (42) EUTEXIA,
(43) EVACUEE, (44) EXUVIAE,
(45) IPOMOEA, (46) KOEKOEA,
(47) MIAOUED, (48) MOINEAU,
(49) NOUVEAU, (50) OIDIOID,
(51) OLEARIA, (52) OOGONIA,
(53) OUABAIN, (54) OUAKARI,
(55) OUGUIYA, (56) QUEENIE,
(57) RAOULIA, (58) ROULEAU,
(59) SAOUARI, (60) SEQUOIA,
(61) TAENIAE, (62) URAEMIA,
(63) ZOOECIA, (64) ABOIDEAU,
(65) ABOITEAU, (66) AUREOLAE,
(67) EPOPOEIA, (68) EULOGIAE
--------------------------------------------
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Solutions to puzzles and quizzes
SAI Crossword #004
2

Three best moves:
3C – Y(OH)IM(B)E – 63 (DLS)
3C – Y(OH)IM(B)ES – 68 (DL)
15A – DYE – 38 (ILMS)

Find the best play
1

3

Three best moves:
2A – bI(GO)TRIES – 85
A8 – (V)ERISTIc – 83
A8 – (V)eRITIES – 83

Three best moves:
13B – IN(s)ERT(I)ON – 82
B10 – (J)OINT – 24 (ENR)
N10 – NI(T)ON(S) – 22 (ERT)
48

Read between the lines
Down: 2) UNWRITE, 3) JAUNTIE,
4) BUOYAGE, 6) SQUATLY,
7) TINNILY, 8) GRAWLIX,
11) FULVOUS, 12) RIPPLER,
14) LOQUATS, 16) REPLIER

1) BRAINPAN (B2), 2)
MITIGATORY (A14), 3) KALOTYPE
(E5); PLAYLIKE (C7), 4)
NAEBODIES (D13), 5) IRRITATES
(F6), 6) TELOI (M7), 7) BRAINIACS
(D8); BRASSICA (L7), 8) BUGGED
(E5)

CrossGram – Indian edition
Across: 2) NAIK, 4) TULSI,
5) BUNIA, 6) DIXY, 9) TAWA,
11) QORMA, 13) TIL, 14) LUNGI,
15) JAWARI, 16) MELA, 17) VAKIL,
19) BURFI, 20) BAHU, 21) GHAT,
22) CHOWK, 23) KHADI,
25) BHEL, 28) GURU, 29) GUD,
30) SUBAH

Crack the numeric code
1) Asha, 2) Ishika, 3) Mohan,
4) Sunny, 5) Neeta, 6) Rahil,
7) Pankaj, 8) Douglas, 9) Sherwin,
10) Archana, 11) Rex, 12) Bhushan,
13) Irfan, 14) Parvathy, 15) Selwyn,
16) Mangala

Down: 1) BABU, 3) KISAN,
5) BOXWALLAH, 6) DHOL,
7) RANGOLI, 8) TOPI, 10) SWAMI,
12) BAPU, 13) TABLA, 17) VANDA,
18) KULFI, 19) BHOOT, 22) CHOLI,
24) HING, 26) HALDI,
27) JUGAADS

Twin blank challenge
Across: 1) OUTWRIT, 4) BOUILLI,
5) BILIOUS, 9) SMIRKED,
10) CERVEZA, 13) EQUINIA
15) PRIORLY, 17) PECHING,
18) UPBOILS, 19) NINTHLY

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Endgame Extra: Know the 48 sevens and eights having X, M, A and S
ADMIXES
CASEMIX
EXACUMS
EXAMENS
EXCAMBS
LAXISMS
MALAXES
MAXIMUS
MAXIXES
MYXOMAS
TAXEMES
XEROMAS

XYLOMAS
AMPLEXUS
APOMIXES
APOMIXIS
AXONEMES
AXOPLASM
BOMBAXES
CLIMAXES
EXAMINES
EXAMPLES
EXCLAIMS
EXOPLASM

MAGNOXES
MARTEXTS
MASTIXES
MATRIXES
MAXILLAS
MAXIMALS
MAXIMINS
MAXIMISE
MAXIMIST
MAXIMUMS
MAXWELLS
MEATAXES
49

MIXTAPES
MONAXONS
PANMIXES
PANMIXIS
PAROXYSM
SMALLPOX
SMILAXES
SUPERMAX
TOXEMIAS
WAXWORMS

XANTHAMS
XANTHISM

Ratings
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Below are the SAI top 60 (official)
and top 15 (online) as on 31st December 2021. To see the full rankings,
please visit indianscrabble.com.
Official ratings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Name
Sherwin Rodrigues
Eeshan Malhotra
Akshay Bhandarkar
Irfan Siddiqui
Goutham Jayaraman
Udayan Grover
Ralph Lobo
Mohan Chunkath
Nakul Prabhu
Ranganathan Chakrav
Aditya Iyengar
Varisht Hingorani
Charles Carneiro
Rajveer Rawlin
Samrath Singh Bhatia
Nidhi Singhvi
Prashanth Seetharam
Puneet Sharma
Mohsin Ahmed
Sanjoy Gupta
Michael Tang
Douglas Lobo
Rahil Parkar
A Krishnan
Manju Sood
Jose de Abreu
Selwyn Lobo
Vraj Jain
Hriday Samtani
Carolann Pais
Mangala Bhandarkar
Sunny Bhatia
Shaik Ahmed
Yash Potnis
Anuj Shetty
Sujana Somasekar
Ishika Shivalingaiah
Mehul Arora
Amit Sood
Bhushan Pradhan
Sudhir Kamath
Madhav Gopal Kamath
Dipankar Chatterjee
Sanjay Bijlani

Club
MUM
MUM
OSI
OS
OSI
PUN
OSI
CHN
MUM
CHN
PUN
MUM
OSI
BLR
MUM
OSI
OSI
OS
BLR
BLR
OS
GOA
MUM
CHN
BLR
MUM
OSI
MUM
MUM
MUM
PUN
DEL
HYD
BLR
BLR
BLR
BLR
DEL
PUN
MUM
DEL
DEL
BLR
MUM

Rating
1869
1809
1806
1743
1732
1710
1695
1681
1673
1648
1637
1588
1587
1572
1566
1558
1552
1549
1537
1534
1534
1510
1472
1464
1428
1426
1420
1411
1390
1387
1380
1375
1363
1360
1356
1354
1346
1332
1328
1319
1310
1301
1293
1292

Games
1540
451
540
314
461
1902
218
1086
1526
935
522
1221
787
494
856
950
369
170
264
1285
434
1397
585
513
829
931
251
568
552
1592
1513
1065
1718
529
284
349
239
264
368
1790
948
540
533
510

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Name
Club
Rating
Games
Pramit Kamath
DEL
1289
498
Rohaina Tanveer
OS
1288
520
Cecil Fernandes
OSI
1275
464
Rajeev Menon
HYD
1256
725
Pankaj Bolaki
BLR
1256
223
Lennie D’Souza
BLR
1236
1189
Vedika Hingorani
MUM
1229
589
Sridhar Paidikondala
HYD
1216
817
Amogh Bhamerkar
GUJ
1214
24
Sumeet Sachdev
MUM
1212
494
Neelam Agrawal
BLR
1186
306
Rajiv Antao
GOA
1183
993
Abid Hussain
BLR
1174
276
R Nalini
BLR
1172
876
Kala Ganesh
MUM
1166
1149
Rehet Singh Bhatia
MUM
1166
839
Rustom Deboo
MUM
1163
380
Brian D’Souza
MUM
1151
210
Meena Bakhru
PUN
1147
350
Marie Fernandes
OSI
1132
512
-----------------------------------------------------

Online ratings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Name
Rahil Parkar
Sanjoy Gupta
Udayan Grover
Samrath Singh Bhatia
Madhav Gopal Kamath
Pankaj Bolaki
Brian Po
Sridhar Paidikondala
Sumeet Sachdev
Shaila Amalean
Amit Sood
Ishika Shivalingaiah
R Nalini
Suyash Manchali
Bhushan Pradhan
Shaik Ahmed
Ela Ghose

Club
MUM
BLR
PUN
MUM
DEL
BLR
OS
HYD
MUM
OS
PUN
BLR
BLR
BLR
BLR
HYD
DEL

Rating
2613
2486
2455
2410
2373
2353
2345
2267
2217
2202
2181
2156
2142
2121
2105
2067
2063

Games
27
36
67
55
81
27
10
41
94
48
36
56
85
19
61
20
28

Note that the online ratings are provisional and
may not be indicative of true performance; ratings will stabilise only after several tournaments

----------------------------------------------------BLR – Bangalore (KSSA)
CHN – Chennai
DEL – Delhi
GOA – Goa
GUJ – Gujarat (Vadodara)
HYD – Hyderabad
KOL – Kolkata
MUM – Mumbai
PUN – Pune
OSI – Indian national residing overseas
OS – Overseas foreign player (no rank)
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TILE TRACKING SHEET
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Let us know your feedback
What did you like about this edition of Endgame? What would you like to see more
of in future editions? Would you like to contribute content for the next edition? Do
you have any suggestions for improvement? We await your valuable feedback and
submissions, which you can send across to indianscrabble@gmail.com.

About SAI
The Scrabble Association of India (SAI) is the apex governing body for Scrabble
players in India and oversees the organisation and conduct of several tournaments
in the country. It maintains a tournament rating system for every SAI-rated tournament and accords a SAI rating to all its members. It is affiliated to the WESPA
(World English-Language Scrabble Players Association), the global body that oversees the competitive English-language Scrabble scene throughout the world.
How to become a SAI member?
If you are a Scrabble enthusiast or know someone who is, we welcome you to join
SAI. Becoming a SAI member is easy. All you need to do is visit the SAI website and
apply for membership at indianscrabble.com/join-us/. You can either become a life
member or an annual member. We invite Scrabble lovers of all ages to join us.
Contact us
For details about Indian Scrabble, you can visit our website at indianscrabble.com.
For general inquiries about anything related to Indian Scrabble and feedback and
submissions for Endgame, you can reach out to us at indianscrabble@gmail.com.
You can also follow the Scrabble Association of India page on Facebook for updates.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Scrabble® is a registered trademark of JW Spear & Sons, England, under licence
in India to Mattel India Pvt. Ltd.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

